
R E P O R T

on the ompetition with a single appliant

Asso. Prof. Maya Miteva Stoyanova

Sienti� �eld: 4. Natural sienes, mathematis and informatis

Professional �eld: 4.5. Mathematis (Algebra, oding theory and appliations)

Announed in �Durzhaven vestnik� no. 63/30.07.2021.

The ompetition for the position of a full professor is announed in �Durzhaven vestnik�

no. 63/30.07.2021. There is one appliation for the position by:

Asso. Prof. Maya Miteva Stoyanova.

I am going to evaluate the sienti� and teahing ativities of the andidate as desribed

in the douments presented for this ompetition. The sienti� researh of the appliant

orresponds thematially to the desription of the position.

1. Personal Data

Maya Stoyanova is born on the 28th of February 1969 in Botevgrad. In 1992 she

graduates from the Faulty of Mathematis and Informatis of So�a University �St.

Kliment Ohridski� with a speialization in geometry. In 2006 she obtained a PhD

degree from the Institute of Mathematis and Informatis at the Bulgarian Aademy

of Sienes with a thesis �On the struture of some spherial odes and designs� with

sienti� advisor Prof. Peter Boyvalenkov.

In the period 1992�1999 she was working as a part-time assistent in department Ge-

ometry and in the period from 1999-2014 she was assistent in department Algebra of

the Faulty of Mathematis and Informatis. In 2014 Maya Stoyanova obtained the po-

sition of the assoiate professor in department Algebra in the Faulty of Mathematis

and Informatis of So�a University, where she is employed up to the present moment.

2. Researh Ativity

The andidate presents 13 sienti� papers in the area of algebrai ombinatoris. The

sienti� investigations of the andidate lie in the �eld of spherial odes and designs

and in the theory of the orthogonal arrays. These areas of sienti� researh orrespond

fully to the subjet of the ompetition.
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Eight of the papers are published in prestigeous sienti� journals; six of them have an

impat fator; two papers have an SJR. Five papers are published in the proeedings

of international onferenes and symposia. The papers are published in the following

journals:

- IEEE Transations on Information Theory (IF)

- Problems of Information Transmission (IF)

- Designs Codes and Cryptography (IF)

- Disrete Applied Mathematis (IF)

- Analysis and Mathematial Physiss (IF)

- Comptes Rendus de l'Aademie bulgare des Sienes (IF)

- Eletrroni Notes in Disrete Mathematis (SJR)

- Annual of So�a University

- Proeedings of REDUNDANCY

- Proeedings of the IEEE Symposiyum on Information Theory (ISIT) (SJR)

- Proeedings of the Workshop on Optimal Codes 2013 (2)

- Proeedings of the International Workshop on ACCCT

In one of the above papers the andidate has one o-author; in six she has two o-authors;

in one � three o-authors; and in �ve � four o-authors. All the papers are published

after the habilitation and have not been used in previous proedures. The andidate

presents statements from the other o-authors who delare that the ontribution of the

andidate in the joint papers is equally weighted. In my view, there is no doubt that

the ontribution of the andidate in the joint papers is signi�ant and at least equal to

that of the other authors.

The author lassi�es the presented papers in the following two subjets:

(A) Codes in Hamming spaes.

In this group of papers, the andidate takles the problem of improving the existing

lassial bounds for the ardinality of odes and designs with speial properties.

The main method used here is that of linear programming whih leads to bounds

of the Levenshtein type. Furthermore, the potential energy of odes is investigated

for various potentials h. The andidate obtains universal bounds for the potential

energy of odes and designs in Hamming spaes.

(B) Orthogonal arrays

In these papers, the andidate investigates the existene problem for orthogonal

arrays with presribed parameters. The approah is to investigate the spetrum of
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an orthogonal array by �nding all possible spetra for the admissible substrutures.

The goal is to rejet all possible spetra whih proves the nonexsitene of the

orthogonal array in question.

3. Main results

In my opinion the most important sienti� results of the andidate are the following:

(1) Bounds of Levenshtein type for the ardinality of spherial odes of given minimal

and maximal distane are proved.

(2) Universal bounds for the potential energy of odes of given maximal distane and

�xed ardinality.

(3) Universal bounds for the potential energy of odes and designs in Hamming spaes

are proved that an be onsidered as generalization of the Levenshtein bounds.

(4) Generalizations and q-analogs of the MaEliee bounds are proved.

(5) The nonexistene of binary orthogonal arrays for the following parameters is proved:

(9, 112, 4), (10, 224, 5), (9, 96, 4), (9, 192, 5), (10, 112, 4), (11, 224, 5),

(11, 112, 4), 12, 224, 5).

(6) Analyti upper bounds for the ardinality of orthogonal arrays rae proved. In

partiular, the nonexistene of orthogonal arrays with parameters (n, n+4, 6.2n+4)
is proved, for every n ≥ 8.

4. Teahing Ativities

The teahing ativities of Asso. Prof. Maya Stoyanova inlude various obligatory

ourses for undergraduate students like �Linear Algebra� and �Algebra� for the programs

Software engineering and Mathematis and Informatis, as well as optional ourses like

�Spherial odes and designs. Orthogonal arrays�, �Codes in polynomial metri spaes�

I and II, �Seleted hapters from abstrat algebra� I and II.

Asso. Prof. Maya Stoyanova is the sienti� advisor of two PhD students who su-

essfully defended their PhD Theses: tanya Marinova and Tedis Arben Ramaj.

5. Projets, Conferenes et.

After 2000 the andidate has taken part in seven national sienti� projets among whih

the more important are projet KP-06-N32/2-2019 �Algebrai nad geometri meth-

ods for data protetion� with oordinator Prof. Peter Boyvalenkov, projet DN02/2,

13.12.2016 �Codes and ombinatorial on�gurations� with oordinator Prof. Iliya Bou-

yukliev, projet MM-1405/2004 �Algebrai and ombinatorial methods in oding theory

and informatis� with oordinator Prof. Stefan Dodunekov.
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Maya Stoyanova has been the oordinator of two projets supported by the Sienti�

Researh Fund of So�a University.

The andidate has gven more than 50 talks in various international sienti� onferenes

and workshops. She has served as a vie dean for the past four years, as well as a head

of department Algebra.

6. Numerial Data

Aording to the appliation douments the sienti� papers of Asso. Prof. Maya

Stoyanova an be lassi�ed as follows:

- sienti� journals with impat fator: 6

- sienti� journals with SJR: 1

- sienti� journals without impat fator or SJR: 1

- proeedings with onferene talks having SJR : 1

- proeedings with onferene talks without SJR : 4

The total impat fator of the presented papers is over 6 whih an be onsidered as

an evidene for the high quality of the sienti� prodution of the andidate. In her

appliation the andidate presents 13 itations of her sienti� papers, whih over the

minimal national requirements. One of her publiations is sited in the latest edition of

the lassial book by Bannai, Bannai, Ito and Tanaka Algebrai Combinatoris. For

me, this is a ompelling evidene that the sienti� work of the andidate is signi�ant

and well-aepted within the professional ommunity.

The total number of publiations of Maya Stoyanova is 46, among them 24 are in

sienti� journals and 22 are in the proeedings of sienti� onferenes. The total

number of itations 64, while th h-index aording to Sopus is 5. The results of the

andidate are presented more than 50 times at sienti� onferenes.

I aept the self-assesment presented by the andidate. It beomes lear that she not

just ful�lls, but exeeds by a wide margin all the national requirements, as well as the

spei� reuirements of the Faulty of Mathematis and Informatis of So�a Univesity

for the position of full professor.

7. Critial Remarks.

I have no notable ritial remarks.

8. Personal Remarks.

I have known the adidate personally for about twenty years. I have attended many of

her talks at international and national onferenes whih are always well-prepared and

at a high professional level. My impression is that she is a serious researher with deep

knowledge in the �eld of algebra who enjoys a solid reputation at home and abroad.
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It is beyond any doubt that she has all the merits of a full professor in the Faulty of

Mathematis and Informatis.

9. General Assesment of the Appliant

In my opinion, Asso. Prof. Maya Stoyanova has obtained important sienti� re-

sult that are original and math the level of ontemporary mathematis. Her teahing

and projet ativities, as well as her administrative engagement are equally impres-

sive. Based on this, I assess positively the appliation of Maya Miteva Stoyanova

for the position of a full professor in the Faulty of Mathematis and Informatis of

So�a University in the professional �eld 4.5. Mathematis (Algebra, oding theory and

appliations).

Conlusion

I am deeply onvined that Asso. Prof. Maya Miteva Stoyanova has all the merits

and professional quali�ations required for the position of a full professor of the Faulty of

Mathematis and Informatis of So�a University for the sienti� �eld 4. Natural sienes,

mathematis and informatis, professional �eld 4.5. Mathematis (Algebra, oding theory

and appliations). She ful�lls all the legal national requirements plus the spei� ones of

FMI of SU for the professional �eld 4.5 Mathematis. I strongly reomend her appliation

for the position of a full professor in the Faulty of Mathematis and Informatis of So�a

University �St. Kl. Ohridski�.

So�a, 11.11.2021 Member of the Sienti� Panel:

(Prof. DS Ivan Landjev)
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